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When Monica and David were born in the 1970s, children with Down Syndrome had a life expectancy of under
25. Many parents were told by well-meaning doctors that their children would never walk, talk or lead
meaningful lives.
Their generation defied those predictions and now this Miami couple, both in their 30s and expected to live well
beyond their 60s, have shattered misconceptions about the lives of those who have intellectual disabilities.

Click on the Facebook icon and sign in to your
account to like us on Facebook!
Stay connected, share your stories, and see new
information on your Facebook newsfeed by linking
with us today!
If you have a story that you think should be shared on
Facebook, please email the link to
olivia_hawrysh@hotmail.com
Monica and David are married and share all its love and intimacies.
Their journey to independence with parental support is chronicled in "Monica & David," which won Best
Documentary Feature at the 2010 Tribeca Film Festival, and premiered October 14 on HBO.
"It gives viewers an unprecedented chance to get to know people with Down syndrome better," said Nancy
Abraham, senior vice president of HBO documentary films. "It's relatable and really eye-opening."
Because the couple addresses having children, the film also is "definitely a catalyst for discussion," she said.

Looking for a place to connect with others who have
children with Down syndrome living in Manitoba? Join
the Manitoba Families of Children with Down
Syndrome Facebook group! This is a group for the
purpose of providing support and encouragement while
sharing information and events that maybe be helpful to
group members. Click on the link!
https://www.facebook.com/groups/696620840377228/

The film is the first by director and producer Alexandra Codina, 32, whose universal love story grew out of her
close relationship with her cousin Monica, 38.
In intimate footage and personal interviews, she explores the challenges the family faces, trying to give the
couple independence but, at the same time, shield them from a world that might reject them.
Their cognitive abilities are varied -- some are profoundly incapacitated while others are very high-functioning
-- but their need for love, affection and acceptance is as ordinary as all adults.
And now, with more social acceptance, a small, but growing number of those adults are taking marriage vows.
Monica and David Just celebrated their 7th wedding anniversary and are doing amazingly well. They recently
started new volunteer jobs at a local hospital, working with kids in the daycare center. David’s healthy and
continues to monitor his diabetes well.
To see their journey or order a DVD visit http://www.monicaanddavid.com/

Remember to Renew your
MDSS/CDSS
Membership...
Please contact Mina at the
MDSS office.
Still $30 per year for
membership to both great
organizations!
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A meeting was held far from earth
'It's time again for another birth'
said the angel to the Lord above
'This special child will need much
love'.
Her progress may seem very slow
Accomplishments she may not show
And she'll require extra care
from the folk she meets way down
there.
She may not run, or laugh, or play
her thoughts might seem quite far
away
In many ways she won't adapt
And she will be known as
handicapped.
So let's be careful where she's sent
We want her life to be content
Please Lord find the people who
Will be special for you.
They will not realise right away
The leading role they're asked to play
But with this child sent from above
Comes stronger faith and richer love.
And soon they'll know the privilege
given
in caring for this gift from heaven
Their precious charge, so meek, so
mild
Is 'Heaven's Very Special Child'

The Gift of Determination &
The Power of Inclusion

From one of our members...
In November 2013, Rose Staib, age 8, had major hip surgery to
correct a dislocated hip. The surgeon had to break her right hip
and thigh, and then put everything back into place. Rose spent
3 months in a hip Spica cast and just got it off February 18th.
Rose is now recovering and learning to walk again.
One of the things Rose loves best is her dance class and being
on stage at the recital each year. We were afraid that she
would have to miss this year's recital because of the surgery.
Rose has been in Miss Steph's class at StoneyBrook Dance
Centre in Steinbach for the past 4 years. Miss Steph has never
made us feel that Rose shouldn't be there; she has included and
encouraged Rose in everything. Despite the surgery, Rose has
proven to us that she is determined to participate in dance and
the recital this year, no matter what!
So, Rose will be included in dance class and the recital - along
with her walker. As her mom, I had some fears and doubts
about this because Rose and her walker slow down the class, as
well as the recital dance. When I mentioned my concerns to her
teacher, Miss Steph was surprised and replied that, of course
Rose would participate!
Lisa Staib (One very proud and grateful mom!)

Statement of Policy and disclaimer:
This newsletter reports items of interest relating to
Down syndrome and is intended to provide a forum
for others. The MDSS does not necessarily
promote, recommend or endorse any individuals or
organizations referred to in the newsletter. We wish
to bring together those interested in Down
syndrome and attempt to create an optimistic
outlook and attitude.
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Heavens Very Special Child

WDSD 2014
Throughout the month of March, and particularly on March 21st, the Manitoba Down Syndrome Society’s
Facebook page was increasingly abuzz with posts for World Down Syndrome Day. Thanks to MDSS
board Member Olivia Hawrysh for finding and posting both local and national stories and photos. Many
of those stories were shared by MDSS followers, and shared again by their friends. So much positive
awareness was generated this month…it was incredibly exciting to participate! Furthermore, Olivia got
MDSS started tweeting for World Down Syndrome Day…how cool is that! Citi FM gave World Down
Syndrome Day a shout out, Ruth Joseph and her mom did an awareness spot on CJOB’s Sunday morning
radio program “Your Life, Unlimited with Stephanie Staples”, and Carole Beaudry was interviewed on air
with Kim Roy-Grenier, reporter at Radio-Canada/Manitoba. Last minute interview requests were made
but couldn’t be accommodated due to the short notice, but MDSS replied that they would love to have a
spot with them for National Down Syndrome Awareness Week in November and for World Down
Syndrome Day 2015.

Below are some of the ways MDSS members celebrated
World Down Syndrome Day…

From Lori Lester
I did a presentation in Hailey's classroom on World Down Syndrome Day. The kids are so great. They
totally get what inclusion is, not only with Hailey but with everyone with or without a disability. I
prepared a scavenger hunt and the students had to use the Canadian Down Syndrome Society website
to find the answers. They had lots of great questions. We capped it off with chocolate and popsicles!
http://5troom30.blogspot.ca
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From Olivia Hawrysh
In response to the Canadian Down Syndrome Society ‘See the Ability’ campaign, we shared this cool
picture of Matthew on our Facebook page and on the Manitoba Down Syndrome Society Facebook
Page!

From Joanne Sieg
Laudon took a Rock Your Socks poster to school and many students wore funky socks on March 21 st, for
World Down Syndrome Day. His teacher also shared with her classes the story on elimination of the "R"
word. Mom Joanne put up a couple Rock Your Socks posters at work and a few people in her
department took part. She generated a lot of talk about Down Syndrome when she asked her
colleagues, "Did you rock your socks today?"

From Cindy Fast:
A few weeks ago my daughter Suzanne, age 26, told me she had seen something on Facebook about
posting pictures of people holding a sign saying "See the Ability". She had asked a friend to take some
pictures of her cooking and then asked me to post them for her. I looked at the pictures, said they were
nice, but had no idea what to do with them. Then I kind of forgot about it - until March 21, when I
happened to notice that it was World Down Syndrome Day. I remembered the pictures and I figured out
how to post them on Facebook. I added a comment letting people know it was World Down Syndrome
Day. Within minutes I had many, many responses and comments. I finally stopped counting when it
reached over 100 people telling me that they liked my message or had forwarded it on. So, with very
little effort and no expectations, an impact was made and awareness blossomed! It was so rewarding to
see the positive responses and know that often it doesn't take much to make a difference!

From Lorraine Baydack:
Shared on Facebook: Photos of Ryan with just a few of the people whose life he has touched, along with
the caption: “Enriching our lives...opening our hearts...just a few photos to say thank you to Ryan
Baydack. It's World Down Syndrome Day...that extra chromosome brings out the best in the rest of us!
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From Sylvia Warrington:
For my own benefit I watched several videos re Down Syndrome and forwarded them to family and to
some friends who support the MDSS Buddy Walk every year. I particularly liked DEAR FUTURE MOM
produced for World Dow Syndrome Day. If you haven’t seen it, click here.

From Adam Grabowski
World Down Syndrome day! This is what I wore to my school for the day. None of the students in my
Grade 5 class knew the significance of 3-21. I used my shirt from the Canadian Down Syndrome Society
conference as a starting point for our conversation. We also watched the "See the Ability" videos from
2013 and 2014, as well as one on a father in the US who ran for 321 miles with his daughter tagging
along in her running stroller. It was a good day!

From Colette Lussier
For World Down Syndrome Day I put a picture of Robert on Facebook and wrote about how we were
blessed to have a son with Down syndrome. I also wrote that because of Robert, we have met great
people and become involved with wonderful organizations. I said that people with Down Syndrome can
learn anything; it just may take a little longer.

From Our Newest Members…the Stearns/Lee Family
My son, Gus stood up in front of the entire school on Friday and shared that it was World Down
Syndrome Day and that his mom was expecting and that his little sister would have Down syndrome. He
encouraged everyone to learn about Down syndrome and shared two facts that he had learned. He
stated that he was learning about her so that he could better take care of her and protect her (He is 10
years old); there wasn’t a dry eye in the house apparently and his principal told him he was an
inspiration. I’m a very proud mama. I just thought I would share.
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From Carole Beaudry
On March 21, I did an interview with Kim Roy-Grenier, reporter at Radio-Canada/Manitoba, about World
Down Syndrome Day. He asked what I thought of the video DEAR FUTURE MOM that went viral. I told
him I loved it, that I cried, and that I shared it on Facebook where it was very well received. He asked
about Louise and I was happy to share about my beautiful daughter. He asked what I would say to
someone who was expecting, or who had just had a child born with Down syndrome. I said I would tell
the parents to embrace their child and involve everyone around them because the child would bring so
much joy and happiness to their lives. As well as the interview, I wore a picture of my daughter Louise
to work on World Down Syndrome Day, and I flooded my Facebook status with awareness pages and
lots of pictures of Louise all week long.

GPS Watch
For Kids with
Down
Syndrome
Every parent has the same concern,
protecting and safeguarding their children. Although the concern is the common bond between all
parents, the method(s) they choose is typically different, particularly because kids are all different and
require different oversight. This statement rings even more true for parents of kids with ADHD, Autism
or Down syndrome. Thankfully, technology is becoming these parents' ally by giving them a simple way
to view where their potentially-wandering kids are via real-time GPS monitoring watches.
Real-time GPS trackers, engineered as lightweight wrist watches, have been helping parents in a number
of different ways. One of these ways is through an alert process that will send mom or dad a text
message or email if the child with Down syndrome (or any other condition) wanders off. With a cool
little feature known as the geographical fence, parents can set up a safe zone via the web-based satellite
image program. If the child ever steps foot outside this safe zone barrier an alert is instantly sent to the
parent. This can help the parent quickly locate the child before they get lost, hurt, or go missing.

GPS tracking systems designed as wristwatches for children with Down Syndrome or any other
condition, illness or cognitive disorder can invest in the personal tracker devices for as low as $339.00
per tracker. Security versions of the wristwatch are also available for $359.00, and provide a locking
mechanism that stops a child from taking the tracker off their wrist without the assistance of a parent or
caretaker.
Real-time tracker devices present parents with the opportunity to oversee where their child is at any
given time. The tracker systems can also alert parents, and are affordable for any family on a budget.
This is why personal tracker systems in the form of wristwatches have become so popular over the past
year, especially among parents who have children with Down Syndrome. https://trackingsystem.com/for-consumers/gps-tracking-children/1169-gps-watch-for-downs-syndrome-kids.html
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Once a parent makes the decision to have their child wear a GPS wristwatch all they have to do is go
online to view historical or real-time locational data. Since the web-based application can be viewed by
mobile phone, PC or tablet system, anyone with access to the user name and password can view the
tracking data. That means a father at work could view the location of his child the same exact time a
mother was viewing the data from her phone while grocery shopping. Only needing a recharge every 40
hours, the GPS wristwatch can give parents up to two straight days of real-time tracking data. GPS data
can provide those parents with not only live positional information on the whereabouts of their children,
but also relief that they can instantly locate their children if for any reason they needed to do so.

Press
GO O D

Slam Dunk Trip Down South For Team Manitoba Basketball

teams competing in Minot, North Dakota, including team Manitoba, who made the trip over the border to
participate in the tournament (top division)!
Team Manitoba played their hearts out and finished in 3rd place! The trip was an excellent practice in
preparation for the 2014 Special Olympics Canada Summer Games in Vancouver, July 8th – 12th. Head coach
Hong Thai was very happy with the experience of the team taking a road trip together and getting some
tough competition under their belt. “I’m extremely proud of my group! We accomplished a lot at the
tournament and it couldn’t have happened without the co-operation of our whole team,” said Thai.
Team Manitoba came home with a lot of confidence built up after winning their final game of the
tournament against the Dickinson Dominators (41-21).
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The 2014 Special Olympics North Dakota State Basketball Tournament had 460 athletes on 46 different

How Can Early Intervention Benefit a Baby with Down
Syndrome?

What Are the Types of Early Intervention Therapies and
How Does Each Type Address Specific Aspects of a Baby's
Development?
Physical therapy focuses on motor development. For example, during the first three to four months of life,
an infant is expected to gain head control and the ability to pull to a sitting positions (with help) with no
head lags and enough strength in the upper torso to maintain an erect posture. Appropriate physical
therapy may assist a baby with Down syndrome, who may have low muscle tone, in achieving this
milestone.
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Development is a continuous process that begins at conception and proceeds stage by stage in an orderly
sequence. There are specific milestones in each of the four areas of development (gross and fine motor
abilities, language skills, social development and self-help skills) that serve as prerequisites for the stages
that follow. Most children are expected to achieve each milestone at a designated time, also referred to
as a "key age," which can be calculated in terms of weeks, months or years. Because of specific challenges
associated with Down syndrome, these babies will likely experience delays in certain areas of
development. However, they will achieve all of the same milestones as other children, just on their own
timetable. In monitoring the development of a child with Down syndrome, it is more useful to look at the
sequence of milestones achieved, rather than the age at which the milestone is reached - See more at:
http://www.ndss.org/Resources/Therapies-Development/Early-Intervention/#sthash.UtHlPhVJ.dpuf

Before birth and in the first months of life, physical development remains the underlying foundation for
all future progress. Babies learn through interaction with their environment. In order learn, therefore, an
infant must have the ability to move freely and purposefully. An infant's ability to explore his or her
surroundings, reach and grasp toys, turn his or her head while watching a moving object, roll over and
crawl are all dependent upon gross as well as fine motor development. These physical, interactive
activities foster understanding and mastery of the environment, stimulating cognitive, language and social
development.

Another long term benefit of physical therapy is that it helps prevent compensatory movement patterns
that individuals with Down syndrome are prone to developing. Such patterns can lead to orthopedic and
functional problems if not corrected.

Speech and language therapy is a critical component of early intervention. Even though babies with Down
syndrome may not say their first words until 2 or 3 years of age, there are many pre-speech and prelanguage skills that they must acquire before they can learn to form words. These include the ability to
imitate and echo sounds; turn taking skills (learned through games like "peek-a-boo"); visual skills (looking
at the speaker and objects); auditory skills (listening to music, speech, or speech sounds for lengthening
periods of time); tactile skills (learning about touch, exploring objects in the mouth); oral motor skills
(using the tongue, moving the lips); and cognitive skills (understanding object permanence and cause and
effect relationships).

Occupational therapy helps children develop and master skills for independence. Occupational therapy
can help with abilities such as opening and closing things, picking up and releasing toys of various sizes
and shapes, stacking and building, manipulating knobs and buttons, experimenting with crayons etc.
Therapists also help children learn to feed and dress themselves and teach them skills for playing and
interacting with other children.

Early intervention can also prevent a child with Down syndrome from reaching a plateau at some point in
development. The overarching goal of early intervention programs is to enhance and accelerate
development by building on a child's strengths and by strengthening those skills that are weaker in all
areas of development. - See more at: http://www.ndss.org/Resources/Therapies-Development/EarlyIntervention/#sthash.UtHlPhVJ.dpuf
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A speech and language therapist can help with these and other skills, including breastfeeding. Because
breastfeeding employs the same anatomical structures used for speech, it can help strengthen a baby's
jaw and facial muscles and lay the foundation for future communication skills.

April 12th Buddy Night!

Karen Pfeifer and Maria Pereira reported that the Buddy Night gathering at Celebrations Dinner
Theatre on April 12th was a fabulous evening of great music and lots of laughs. The group had two
tables in front of the stage so had the advantage again this year of having lots of interaction with the
cast. Several members of the group enjoyed their few minutes on stage celebrating their birthday
and/or anniversary! The cast and audience enjoyed our group who always add a spark of uninhibited
humor to any event! The house staff were so accommodating and welcoming...such a pleasurable
environment.

Thanks again to Karen and Maria for organizing these wonderful Buddy Nights for our young people.

Baby Love

As with all of our MDSS events, Baby Love is only possible because of the love and commitment of
volunteers. MDSS once again extends our gratitude to Joan Kolbauer and Susan Cearns, who make this
event happen twice each year. 'Grandma' Joan is grandmother to Zoe, who lives in California, yet still she
continues to choose to make a difference in the lives of our Manitoba families! Susan is mother to Ruth,
(now 28 years old) and on our Board of Directors. She continues to visit new parents as requested and cohost Baby Love for new families. I think we know one of their passions! Additionally, Ruth always
volunteers at Baby Love...she is a wonderful ambassador, and she also loves the babies!
MDSS is also excited that our newest Board member, Jennifer Barlin, has agreed to be part of the Baby Love
organizing committee going forward. Jen has attended two Baby Love events now; she clearly loves the
babies and enjoys interacting with the moms and dads.
We were excited to learn that one of the moms handed out invitations to the families, hoping to get an
informal mother's group started. This is the kind of wonderful spin-off that can come from attending MDSS
events.
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As always, our very important April Baby Love gathering was well-attended, fun for the kids, and a great
opportunity for parents to network. There were a total of 82 people there, representing 18 families! Sunny
the clown entertained the children and an activity table was available, along with good assortment of toys
donated by the Sawicki family. MDSS also provided one door prize per family - a little something for the
children.

Let’s Get Together…..
Monthly? Bi-monthly? Or even a chat via email!
In my short time on this journey, I have often found myself explaining Down syndrome to
the people in my life. Because of this, I think it would be nice to connect with other families
who can relate and understand the unique aspects Down syndrome brings. Maybe you can relate?
My family and I are hoping to get to know you and yours! Please contact me anytime!
Contact Brandy at : b-kowal@live.com
204-417-0673

It’s time to get preparations for the 2014 Buddy Walk
Although we have a great committee and many roles are filled, we still need people to:
• organize one station along the walk,
• find and assign volunteers
• organize a silent auction

• look after promotion
Please consider one of the above tasks, and let Mina know if there is any way you can assist.
As well, we will be having a meeting of Buddy Walk committee members on WEDNESDAY MAY 7th
AT 6:30 PM. The meeting will be held at the Smitty's, 580 Pembina Hwy. (north of Grant Avenue).
If you are new but want to help out, please consider this your invitation to the meeting.
This will likely be the only meeting until September (or possibly at all depending on how things go)
and we would really like to encourage everyone who is willing to help out to come to the meeting. We
will hopefully be able to get a feel for where everyone is at in terms of their specific roles, and see if
there are still any gaps that need to be filled. Thanks!
Angie Baydack and Dustin Sigvaldason,
Buddy Walk 2014 Organizers
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• organize a 50/50 draw

MDSS Lending Library - New Acquisition
Sexuality and Relationships DVDs
MDSS has had a number of parents contact us for materials on sexuality and relationships that they
could use to teach their youth. Consequently, MDSS has recently acquired two sex education DVDs,
one called “Jason's Private World” and the other called “Kylie's Private World.” They come from Life
Support Productions in the United Kingdom. You can visit their website at
www.lifesupportproductions.co.uk and request a password to preview the videos. Some of the
vocabulary and content are very UK specific, but we chose to buy the DVDs anyway because much of
the content is what parents are looking for. Once you preview the videos, you can request to borrow
the DVD's through Mina in the office. Upon receiving the DVD, please preview the entire production
and choose which parts you want to use with your child.
MDSS would appreciate feedback from parents who choose to use the videos.

New Social Club for Teens
MDSS is pleased to say that our New Social Club will be a go! We have a coordinator, a full roster of
youth, and a venue! We have our female staff member, and hope to have our male staff member
confirmed in the next couple of weeks. Furthermore, we are also hoping that we can have one
gathering before the end of June so that everyone can meet and familiarize themselves with the
venue. The club will start up in earnest in the fall.
If you have a suggestion for a name for the new club, please send it along to Mina.

MDSS would like to extend our thanks to Sarah Kruger, a student from Red River College, who
created several new MDSS banners as part of her assignment in her Creative Communications
course. She did a great job, and we hope to get the new banners up on the website in the coming
weeks.

Canadian Down Syndrome Society Conference
We know of a few of our members will be attending the annual CDSS conference in Fredericton this
month. Don't forget that MDSS will reimburse you for the cost of one early bird registration fee
should you attend. Just mail your registration receipt to the office.
We look forward to hearing all about the conference from those who attend. Hopefully someone will
submit a review for the next newsletter!
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New Banners for our Website

Dates to remember
The 2014 Buddy Walk date is set for

The Manitoba Down Syndrome Society is pleased
to offer a Coffee and Chat Night

September 28, 2014.

Our new coordinator, Angie Baydack, will
contact you to find a best fit job for you!
The Buddy Walk is currently the only
fundraising effort undertaken by MDSS, and
with your participation we are able to raise the
funds needed by the organization to provide the
ongoing programming and events that help us
fulfill our mission.

Tuesday, May 13, 2014
from 7:00 to 9:00 p.m.
120 Maryland Street
(right beside Westminster United Church)
This informal evening will be of interest to families
who have children entering school or in early years’
classrooms.
Coffee and a light snack will be provided.
Our chat will be facilitated by Lorraine Baydack &
Val Surbey.

June 11, 2014 at 7:00 p.m.
Room 202, 825 Sherbrook Street

Lorraine taught in early years’ classrooms and as a
resource teacher for 38 years. Val has worked as an
educational assistant in a variety of positions for 15
years. Both ladies are able to share their
understanding of the funding process, individual
education plans, and programming for young
learners. They can share their experiences from both
the educator and parent perspective.

Our AGM is your opportunity to have input and
ask questions - to have a say in the direction
MDSS should take in the year to come.

Please come prepared with any questions you may
have and the ladies will do their best to address
them.

So, come out and meet your Board of Directors,
learn about our financial situation, reflect back on
the year's accomplishments, and help us look
ahead to goals for the coming year!

To register, please call the MDSS office at
204-992-2731 and leave a message, or email Mina
at mdss@mymts.net.
There is no charge for MDSS members.
Others are welcome for a $5.00 fee at the door.
Feel free to leave your questions in advance when you
register!

Save the date - November 3, 2014
Conference brochures will be emailed to members
and sent to schools just as soon as they are
confirmed. Thanks to Lori Lester for coordinating
this important event for families and educators.
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Please contact the office if you wish to help out
with the event.

Has an idea been dancing around in your head? Have you a dream for something for your
own child or young adult that, if you could actually make happen, would benefit many
others? Maybe right now you think it is a great idea, but it could never happen. Start
talking to a few friends about it. Is there some small part of your dream that you could start
with? Don’t let your idea go: hone it, and then come out to talk to your board about it! This
is how all our great MDSS programs and events have gotten off the ground…the See Me
Beautiful Conference, the Buddy Walk, Livewires, the Dinner Dance, Sports Events, and
Parent Networking Evenings. Start talking about your idea today!

If you don’t have a Twitter Account, this may be the time to get started. In the near future
MDSS will be tweeting, and you may want to follow us! We will let members know when
the tweets begin!

What do you want to share or see?
Do you have a picture, story,
article or resource you would
like to share and have included
in the next issue of Manitoba
Down Syndrome Society
Newsletter?

Email the editor:
joyce_coady@hotmail.com

Don’t forget to send your
name and contact
information so that I may
contact you if needed.
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For years now MDSS has offered a free one-year membership to families of new babies
born with Down syndrome. It has come to our attention that there are still families (and
also adults with Down syndrome) that are still not aware of our organization. In cases such
as these, we have decided to offer a free one-year membership to families of individuals
with Down syndrome regardless of the age of the child, and to adults with Down syndrome
who have never been members of MDSS before. If you meet a family or an individual with
Down syndrome, please ask them to contact the office to arrange for their free, one-year
membership.

